Basingstoke 1 - Sites within the Settlement Policy Boundary
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For ASH003, ASH004 and ASH005 see Headley Map
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Promoted Sites - Residential / Mixed Use

Settlement Policy Boundary

For HI001 see Burghclere map
For HI006 and HI007 see Wash Water map
Kingsclere
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Mapledurwell
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North Waltham
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- NWAL006 - Group Option
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For NWAL001 see Basingstoke 4 map
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Old Basing and Lychpit
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- Settlement Policy Boundary
- Borough boundary

For OLD011 see Basingstoke 4 map
For PAM017 see Tadley map
Rooksdown
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Sherfield on Loddon - Inset
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- Promoted Sites - Residential / Mixed Use
- Local Plan and Neighbourhood Plan Allocations
- Settlement Policy Boundary

For SOL001, SOL002, SOL003, SOL004, SOL005, SOL006 and SOL014 see Sherfield on Loddon map.
Whitchurch
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